
Life is not a straight line®



Life is not a straight line

Bolefloor is the world’s first industrial-scale manufactured 
hardwood flooring with naturally curved lengths that follow a 
tree’s natural growth. Bolefloor takes its name from bole, the 
trunk of a tree. 

Bolefloor has created the category of curved-length flooring 
for the market at large. Until now, unique floors like these 
have been the product of a few dedicated craftsmen. With 
Bolefloors, all that is changed. 







Return to a natural state

It wasn’t nature that created straight 
floorboards: it was the limitations of 
technology. Bolefloor allows a return to a 
natural state — floors as nature intended.

Bolefloors are unique in the true meaning of 
the word. Each floorboard is as individual as 
the tree it came from: no two Bolefloors are 
alike. 

The aesthetic is ideal for private residences 
and public spaces - anywhere an intimate, 
natural, and individual interior is desired.



Solid flooring is the soul of Bolefloor, but some conditions still require a multilayer solution. Bolefloor’s 
engineered product is ideal for conditions such as environments with inconsistent temperatures, 
powerful floor heating, or other “extreme” situations.

Bolefloors are available beveled and unbeveled or in a combination of both, including grooved- and 
ungrooved endjoints.

Our floorboards run to 3,000 mm in length with widths of 150-300 mm (there are slight, natural 
variations in places). Thicknesses available in solid wood are 20 mm and 13 mm, with multilayer 
available in 18 mm and 15 mm. For specially-engineered orders, production can accommodate up to 
6,000 mm lengths and up to 450 mm in width.

A bolefloor for every situation

The grooviest grooves in the business

Multilayer product. 5.7 mm top layer on 12 mm 
(Or 9 mm) plywood core

Ordinary tongue and groove product





More  floors per forest

Bolefloor’s optimization technology means savings in the name 
of nature. Not only does the surface please the eye, but Bolefloor 
innovations allow more floors per forest — we use up to 20% more of 
every sawn plank.

Bolefloor technology combines wood scanning systems, tailor-made 
CAD/CAM developments, and innovative optimization algorithms. 

Just as Gutenberg’s invention literally freed the book from monastic 
confines, Bolefloor technology makes natural curved-length flooring 
available to all those who value nature, as well as design.

Bolefloor

Ordinary straight boards







Available in select, natural and rustic

All Bolefloor species are available in Natural grade, 
with oak also available in Select and Rustic.

Bolefloor oak quality grades: 

Select:    Our finest grade. No sapwood or dark knots on 
   the face plane; healthy knots and “cat paw“ 
   present.
Natural:     Sapwood and small dark knots present, 
   as well as healthy knots and “cat paw.“ 
Rustic:    Sapwood, dark knots and cracks up to 
   2 mm may be present.

For light-colored floors sapwood stripes are recommended 
when vitality is desired in the surface.

Five different species

Bolefloors are available in oak,
ash, maple, cherry and walnut.

Our choice of species and
grades is wide enough to meet
a variety of tastes and fit the
character of any interior.

Other species (tropical woods,
for example) are available
on a special order basis.

Oak

Ash

Walnut

Cherry

Maple



Measuring and installation

Installing a Bolefloor is as easy as installing 
a traditional floor. Each floor is made to 
measure and arrives in the exact size.

All Bolefloor products are ordinary tongue 
and groove  (unless ordered otherwise), 
ready to install preferably by gluing down.

Trained installation and finishing teams 
work with professional flooring stores 
which offer our products. For large-scale 
projects, a Bolefloor representative will take 
measurements.

Exact specifications are important when 
ordering – architect CAD files are ideal 
but please exercise caution: files do not 
always correspond exactly to actual room 
dimensions. Consult or use your Bolefloor 
dealer’s installation team to ensure proper 
sizing. 

Ordinary tongue and groove

Groove 
terrace 

Shipdeck 
profile 
without inlay

Straight edge/ 
rounded bevel 
terrace





Colors and care

Bolefloors are available unfinished or oiled, 
and also brushed for those seeking an aged 
or distressed look. 

Our preference is to ship unfinished floors, 
since local dealers offer the widest selection 
of finishes suitable for your part of the world.

Unfinished parquet should be lightly sanded 
(180 grit or to treatment supplier’s 
specifications) after installation for better oil 
or lacquer performance.

Prefinished Bolefloors are available in WOCA 
Denmark oils and Osmo Hardwax finishing.
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